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Adocumentary on pedophilia accusations against
Michael Jackson has left some fans grappling
with the late superstar’s tarnished legacy-but
among his outraged superfans, protecting it is

all that matters. Celebrity fandom has morphed into a
vicious online tool, with superfan gangs-Beyonce’s
Beyhive, Justin Bieber’s Beliebers, Cardi B’s Bardi Gang, to
name a few-attacking whenever their idol’s reputation is
thrown into question, no matter the circumstances. And
when celebrities face accusations of grievous crimes, as is
the case with Jackson, psychiatrist Sue Varma said the
urge to push back grows.

The phenomenon stems from a “need to have an escape,
a fantasy, someone we aspire to be,” she said. “It’s a form
of denial,” according to Varma. “They are superhuman and
we want-rather, we need-to believe that they can do no
wrong.” Jackson diehards swarmed Twitter as the disturb-
ing documentary “Leaving Neverland” aired, hijacking the
film’s eponymous hashtag to smear accusers while also
defending their idol under #MJInnocent. “Shame on you
for dragging an innocent man,” wrote one Twitter user with
the handle @Claudia20195, calling alleged victims Wade
Robson and James Safechuck “money hungry.”

“The more I read into and watch this whole
#FindingNeverland documentary the more angry I get,”
wrote another, @bailey_hensel. “These guys are exploiting
a dead man to make a dollar... My heart is breaking for the
Jackson family.” The documentary’s director, Dan Reed,
told AFP he has been receiving vitriolic messages from
Jackson fans for months. “They have a blind devotion to
him,” he said. “It’s almost like it’s a religious cult.”

‘Toxic fandom’ 
Superfandom-a relationship to a figure, object or ideol-

ogy that often spills over into obsession-is nothing new,
said media scholar Paul Booth of Chicago’s DePaul
University, but social media has increased its visibility.
“Fans have always had disagreements and antagonisms,”
Booth said, “but the difference today is people who aren’t
fans have ready access to view it.” The internet, he said,
allows entry into “fan communities,” heightening feelings of
identification and a need to defend.

“When our object of fandom, which we have associated
so much with who we are, is accused of something heinous,
it some ways we want to deny that because it seems to
reflect on us as people,” Booth said. Today, he said “it’s not
enough to mount a defense,” as social media discourse
offers a platform to “attack back.” “The best defense is a
good offense” to many superfans, Booth said, calling this
attitude “the basis of toxic fandom.”

For digital media scholar Mel Stanfill of the University of
Central Florida, the online venom is encouraged by “the
shifting way people converse.” “You can just fire it off,” she
said. “You don’t reflect, you just react.” “Our expectations
about what is socially appropriate has changed.”

Man or mirage? 
The struggle for fans to reconcile art with its maker

reaches far back, Booth said, pointing to Roman Polanski
and Woody Allen, both accused of pedophilia, as examples.
But the issue has become particularly prescient in the
#MeToo era that has changed the way society views
alleged sex abuse victims, with celebrities like R&B super-

star R. Kelly facing fresh legal challenges over grave accu-
sations of misconduct. In terms of Jackson, that “Leaving
Neverland” has revived pedophilia accusations in stark
relief nearly a decade after the artist’s overdose death only
exacerbates the desire to protect his legacy, said Varma.

“People can be legends in their lifetime but somehow
they become angels upon death,” she said, citing Elvis and
Princess Diana as examples. “Culturally, we are taught to
not speak ill of the dead-and somehow we just want to
exonerate them.” Jackson’s estate-which categorically
denies all accusations and is suing HBO for $100 million-
has praised the online community passionately defending
the late King of Pop. “Thank you to all the fans that are
always standing by my uncle and my family,” tweeted
Jackson’s nephew Taj. “You are the backbone behind this
fight. I wouldn’t have the strength, if it weren’t for you.”

“I wouldn’t be armed with all the facts, if it weren’t for
you.” But despite fan backlash, director Reed said “support
for the film has been a lot greater than I expected.” “I think
the fans will never accept that, because the Michael
Jackson that they have a relationship with is not the real
Michael Jackson,” he said. “It’s not the man, it’s the mirage;
it’s the image; it’s the icon.” — AFP

Jackson’s defamed legacy 
has superfans up in arms

In this file photo American pop music
star Michael Jackson sings October

13, 1988 at the Capital Center in
Landover, Maryland. — AFP

Brie Larson attends Marvel Studios “Captain Marvel” Premiere in Hollywood, California. 
— AFP photos

(From left) Chloe Bennet, Elizabeth Henstridge, Henry Simmons, Ming-Na Wen, and Jeff Ward attend the Marvel Studios “Captain
Marvel” premiere in Hollywood, California.

US actor Samuel L. Jackson
attends the world premiere of
“Captain Marvel”.

Captain Marvel, a
superhero with girl
power to spare
Iron Man, Thor, Captain America: scores of Marvel

movies had superheroes taking turns to save the
world on the big screen before a woman finally cap-

tured a leading role in the comic franchise’s films. But
“Captain Marvel”-which hits screens around the world
later this week-is making up for lost time, firing girl pow-
er on all cylinders.  There are women masterfully piloting
war planes, at the front lines of important scientific
experiments-and of course, there’s Carol Danvers, Brie
Larson’s mighty Captain Marvel. Larson, who won an
Oscar in 2016 for her role in “Room,” has until now been
best known for her work on independent movies and her
outspoken feminism.  

To play Danvers, Larson spent nine months in rigorous
physical training.  “I was able to push myself further than I
ever thought possible,” Larson said at the movie’s pre-
miere Monday evening.  An Air Force fighter pilot who is
trained to be a member of the alien Kree warriors, Danvers
lands in the middle of an intergalactic war with the Skrulls.
To carry out her mission, she teams up with Agent Nick
Fury (Samuel L. Jackson) — a recurring Marvel character
who makes his first contact with planet Earth in the movie-
and with her four legged sidekick Goose the Cat.

Of the decision to set the story more than 20 years in
the past, Marvel Studios Director Kevin Feige said at the
film’s premiere in Hollywood, “We wanted Carol to have
her origin all to herself.” Danvers can fly. She can shoot
cosmic rays. She can absorb energy. But she is strong in
other ways too, and tough enough to hold her own in a
universe that doesn’t always value women-driving home
the feminist message of the movie, co-directed by Anna
Boden and Ryan Fleck, which says women have nothing to
prove to men. 

Competing with ‘Wonder Woman’ 
Feige told Entertainment Weekly there are “are a lot

of reasons” this movie was not made before now.  “Not

the least of which was fighting for many years the erro-
neous notion that audiences did not want to see a
female-led hero (film) because of a slew of films 15 years
ago that didn’t work,” he said. “And my belief was always
that they didn’t work not because they were female-led
stories-they didn’t work because they were not particu-
larly good movies.” Of the few female-led superhero
movies attempted until now many were box office flops,
like Jennifer Garner’s “Elektra” in 2005 and Halle Berry’s
“Catwoman” in 2004. 

As a result, Marvel spent more than a decade relegat-
ing its female characters to secondary parts, such as
Avengers member Black Widow, played by Scarlett
Johansson starting in 2012.  Seeking to be more represen-
tative, Marvel, a Disney subsidiary, finally responded to
demands for more strong female characters on the silver
screen-which were further spurred by the #MeToo move-
ment.   Telling Captain Marvel’s story was also a way to
compete with DC Comics, owned by Warner Bros, whose
superhero hit “Wonder Woman,” directed by Patty
Jenkins, premiered in 2017 and raked in more than $800
million worldwide. 

Its sequel, “Wonder Woman 1984,” is due out in 2020.
“Obviously I was elated to feel times changing a little and
women being more accepted below the line but I think
there is still a lot of work to be done with that,” said
Debbie Berman, the editor of “Captain Marvel.” “I think
the noise doesn’t necessarily match the action right now,
but it starts with the noise, so we’ll take it.”

Marvel got a critical and financial boost from last
year’s “Black Panther,” the first film to focus on a black
superhero, set in the fictional African kingdom of
Wakanda.  The film won three Oscars and has become a
pop culture phenomenon.

With “Captain Marvel” the studio serves up the special
effects pyrotechnics typical of the genre-but also a vali-
dating message for female audiences.    Goose the Cat
injects an element of humor-and surprise-while the
movie’s ‘90s setting comes with nostalgic winks at an era
without ubiquitous cellphones and with painfully slow
broadband connections.  And to complete the scene, the
movie’s soundtrack borrows from a roster of 1990s bands
including Garbage, Hole and No Doubt-bands for the most
part led by women. — AFP

Hello Kitty, Japan’s moon-faced global icon of cute,
will soon appear in a Hollywood film for the first
time in her 45-year-old history, her creator said

yesterday. Sanrio, the feline character’s operator,
announced it was teaming up with New Line Cinema and
FlynnPictureCo for the film after a near five-year discus-
sion about rights for the big screen. “A search for writers
and creative talent will commence immediately,” Sanrio
said in a statement.

The mouthless character, with her child-like hair bow
and a registered height of five apples, has spawned a
multi-billion-dollar industry since Sanrio introduced her
in 1974. Immediately recognizing Hello Kitty’s cash cow
potential, the company branched out into merchandising
the year after and she now adorns everything from pencil
cases and pyjamas to double-decker buses and airliners.
Last year, a Japanese railway firm even splashed images
of Hello Kitty over a special shinkansen, or bullet train,
painted in shocking pink and white.

To mark her 40th year, toymaker Bandai released yet
another licensed Kitty product: so-called “smartpants”

that slip on the bottom of a smartphone for those who
think their device needs underwear. Hello Kitty is now
found in 130 countries on more than 50,000 branded
products every year, according to Sanrio. The firm also
operates two theme parks in Japan and licenses charac-
ters such as Hello Kitty for amusement parks overseas,
including in China. — AFP

Hello Kitty hits Hollywood
with planned film debut

Netflix film tells

tale of Malawian

eco boy genius

Anew Malawian film, Netflix’s latest offering to
raise the profile of African cinema, has caused a
stir back home, facing accusations of mangling

the language and relying on foreign actors. “The Boy
Who Harnessed the Wind”, which launched on Netflix
last Friday, is based on the true-life story of Malawian
child inventor William Kamkwamba, who built a windmill
to save his village from drought. Swiss-based Malawian
critic Onjezani Kenani complained that “Malawians were
never the target audience of this movie.” The film, which
won the Alfred P. Sloan Prize for promoting science at
this year’s Sundance Festival, is directed by and stars
Oscar-nominated Nigerian-British actor Chiwetel Ejiofor
in his directorial debut.

The film, set in 2001 and 2002, shows Kamkwamba
as a young teenager aged around 13, scrambling around
a dump looking for batteries so he can study at night
when his family can no longer afford kerosene. Inspired
by his teacher’s bike dynamo and having found a pump
at the tip, he sets about building a working windmill to
extract water from the ground, using only an outdated
book from his school’s library. It is the latest Netflix orig-
inal filmed on the African continent, and follows the suc-
cess of “Catching Feelings”, a film directed by and star-
ring South African artist Kagiso Lediga.

The platform also announced in December that it had
commissioned a series of comedy specials from
acclaimed African comics. But “The Boy Who Harnessed
the Wind” has received mixed reviews in Malawi for
hardly using Malawian actors, with critics panning the
cast for their poor attempts at speaking Malawi’s
Chichewa language.

‘Malawians were never the target’ 
“The Chichewa sounds funny and unrealistic,” Kenani

said.  “Malawians were never the target audience of this
movie, and so the global audience for which the movie is
intended does not care whether or not the Chichewa is
mangled,” he told AFP.  But leading Malawian filmmaker
Shemu Joyah, who saw the movie at a press screening in
Germany, praised the production.  “It is a beautifully-
executed film with powerful performances by both the
main and minor cast,” he said.

“I was very impressed with Lily Banda, who is the
only Malawian with a main role. (She) puts up a resolute
performance in the presence of much more vastly expe-
rienced actors like Chiwetel Ejiofor and Aissa Maiga.”

Ejiofor plays Trywell Kamkwamba, William’s father,
while Maiga plays his mother Agnes. “(But) the language

was still a problem for a Malawian like me-but then I was
probably the only one who understood Chichewa in the
whole cinema and so it did not matter to the rest of the
audience,” Joyah said. He pleaded with filmmakers to
“next time give local actors a chance-they might surprise
the world.”

‘Maybe the movie can inspire’ 
Kamkwamba’s struggle to harness the power of the

wind and convince those around him of his audacious
scheme is set against a backdrop of social unrest as
crops fail and taps run dry. A strongman president char-
acter is shown visiting the village before his henchmen
beat an elder who dared to raise the issue of drought
and soaring grain prices, giving the film a political edge.
“It is a great film that captures a real-life drama and
builds tension even when you already know the ending, a
sign of a well-made movie,” Joyah added.

But filmgoer Gertrude Chimanga said the cod
Chichewa was distracting. “In some phrases, the actors
are saying Chichewa words that do not make sense,” she
complained. Malawian cinematographer Chipiliro
Khonje was more forgiving. “I give them a thumbs-up for
trying. They should have taken more time to study the
language,” he said. Kamkwamba, today aged 31, told
AFP that he appreciated the use of his language in the
film. “Learning a language is one of the hardest things for
people,” he said. “When I was writing the book with my
co-author, Bryan Mealer, I wanted to share my story. I
hope the movie will be able to reach some people who
weren’t able to access the book. 

“Maybe the movie can inspire some people who hear
my story to do something similar in their own lives.”
Kamkwamba said that “for the most part I was not
involved” with the film’s production, but he did answer
questions about the windmill he built against the odds. “I
did visit the set while they were filming in Wimbe very
close to my home,” he said of his home village, 150 kilo-
meters (90 miles) north of the capital Lilongwe.
Kamkwamba is now raising funds to open an innovation
centre with his non-profit organization, the Moving
Windmills Project. “It is hard to watch because it’s reliv-
ing tough times from my past,” said Kamkwamba, who
went on to do environmental studies at Dartmouth
College in the United States. “But some parts were joyful
moments, so I have mixed feelings re-watching the
movie.”— AFP


